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Abstract—Radar-based security systems are of considerable
importance because of their potential for detecting concealed
weapons, particularly when they are in jackets or bags. To achieve
this capability, the system has to achieve high-resolution and
high-speed processing simultaneously. Many of the conventional
technologies have focused on resolution, not speed. Recently, highspeed imaging methods for ultra-wideband (UWB) radars have
been developed, amongst which the fast range-point-migration
(RPM) method is the most promising technique because of its
robustness against interference and noise. We apply the fast RPM
method to measurement data with a mannequin and a gun to
investigate the method’s capability for detecting a weapon.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

(X,Y,0)

Ultra-wide-band (UWB) radar imaging is a promising technology for detecting concealed weapons in public areas. A variety of imaging methods for UWB radars have been developed
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Although one of the important
features required by these security systems is fast calculation
speed, many of the existing imaging methods do not satisfy
this condition. To meet this need, SEABED (shape estimation
algorithm based on the boundary scattering transform (BST)
and extraction of directly scattered waves) has been proposed
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], using a reversible bistatic-IBST
(inverse boundary scattering transform). SEABED calculates
the inclination of the peak point sequence that is required by
the bistatic-IBST. SEABED has been demonstrated to generate accurate images only for simply-shaped targets. This is
because complex-shaped targets generate overlapping echoes
that interfere with one another, making it difficult to estimate
the inclination of echo sequences.
The range-point-migration (RPM) method was developed
to resolve this difficulty [13], [14] and can obtain images
even for complex-shaped targets. This method calculates the
inclination of peak sequences using an optimization technique
to avoid the interference problem. Although the RPM method
produces better-quality images than SEABED, it is not as
fast because the optimization processing is time-consuming.
We have developed a new fast-RPM method that replaces the
optimization process with weighted averaging to improve the
processing speed. In this study, we investigate the capability of
the fast-RPM method to detect a gun placed on a mannequin to
demonstrate its performance as a security system for detecting
concealed weapons.
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Fig. 1. System model with a pair of antennas scanning in the (z = 0) plane.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We use a three-dimensional UWB radar imaging system in
our investigation. Fig. 1 shows the system model assumed in
this study. The measurement system consists of a transmitterreceiver pair positioned in the z = 0 plane along the x axis
at a fixed distance 2d . The midpoint between the transmitter
and receiver is labeled (X, Y, 0). With the transmitter-receiver
pair being rastered at discrete intervals across a portion of the
z = 0 plane, UWB pulses are transmitted and pulse echoes
are received. The received signals contain not only echoes
from the target but also a coupling signal that propagates
directly from the transmitter to the receiver. To eliminate this
coupling signal, the background signal, measured without a
target prior to the actual measurement, is subtracted from the
received signal. Given the antennae midpoint (X, Y, 0), the
signal received is labeled s(X, Y, Z) and Z = ct/2, where
c is the speed of the electromagnetic wave and t is the time
interval between transmission and reception.
III. 3-D B ISTATIC IBST
This section describes the procedures using in the 3-D
bistatic IBST [12]. First, we extract peaks, which satisfy
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∂
s(X, Y, Z) = 0,
∂Z
|s(X, Y, Z)| > Ts ,
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(2)
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where Ts is a constant threshold introduced to prevent the pickup of noise. These peaks are indexed as (Xi , Yi , Zi ) for (i =
1, 2, · · · , N ). The corresponding amplitudes of these peaks are,
for simplicity, denoted si = s(Xi , Yi , Zi ). For a single simpleshaped target, these points are easily connected sequentially
to form multiple curved surfaces Z(X, Y ). This function is
called a quasi-wavefront.
Next, we apply the following bistatic-IBST to the quasiwavefronts to obtain images:
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IV. FAST RPM M ETHOD
In this section, we explain the fast-RPM method. We
replace the optimization process of the RPM method with the
following weighted average approach. The relative orientation
of the peaks around the i-th peak is estimated with a weighted
average as:



−1 Zi −Zj
j=i,Yj =Yi wi,j tan
Xi −Xj

,
(6)
θi =
j=i,Yj =Yi wi,j
where
wi,j = |si sj | exp −
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szz (Xi , Yi , Zi )szz (Xj , Yj , Zj ) > 0,
2

(8)

∂
where szz (X, Y, Z) = ∂Z
2 s(X, Y, Z). Figure 2 shows the
schematic of the procedure in the fast RPM method. As in
this figure, the inclination of points around the i-th point
is calculated by averaging the angle between the i-th and
j-th points over all j close to the i-th point. By finding
the θi using Eq. (6), we obtain an estimate of the quasiwavefront orientation. Next, we calculate ZX = tan(θi ). In
the same way, we can estimate ZY . Finally, these derivatives
are substituted into Eqs. (3), (4), and (5), to obtain target
images.

Schematic of fast RPM method.

V. I MAGING P ROCEDURES USING D IFFRACTION S TACK
M IGRATION AND FAST RPM M ETHOD
Diffraction-stack migration calculated a target image as

s(X, Y, (x − X)2 + (y − Y )2 + z 2 )
IDS (x, y, z) =
X,Y

(9)
for −50cm ≤ x ≤ 50cm, −80cm ≤ y ≤ 80cm and 47cm ≤
z ≤ 67cm with a 1 cm grid width along x and y axes, and a
0.5 cm grid width along z axis.
The fast RPM methods extracts 15 peaks for each antenna
position. We set σX = σY = 0.8cm, σZ = 0.3cm and σθ =
π/100. The i-th target image point (xi , yi , zi ) obtained from
Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) is weighted with amplitude |si | to generate
a volume image IFRPM (x, y, z).
Although both methods generate three-dimensional images,
we show two-dimensional images in this paper to quantitatively display the results. The volume image IDS (x, y, z) or
IFRPM (x, y, z) is projected onto the x-y plane by:
z(x, y) = arg max |I(x, y, z)|.
z

(10)

Finally, we apply a median filter to eliminate noise from the
images generated by the both methods. A 3 × 3-pixel box
window is employed. A median value is calculated for each
box and replace the central pixel with the median value.

(7)

and tan−1 Xii −Xjj
< π/4, and the summations are over
pairs of peaks with the same sign in the 2nd derivative i. e.

Zi-Zj
Xi-Xj
X

X−

using for simplicity ZX = ∂Z/∂X and ZY = ∂Z/∂Y .
The variables we need to successfully apply the bistaticIBST are X, Y, Z, ZX and ZY , of which X, Y and Z are
known. To obtain derivatives ZX and ZY , the peaks must be
connected when forming the curved surfaces. Since this is not
an easy task for complex-shaped targets, we refrain from using
the bistatic-IBST.
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VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We apply the fast-RPM method and diffraction stack migration to experimental data to investigate their performance
in detecting weapons attached to a mannequin. In our measurements, a human body phantom with a conductive surface
was placed 53 cm from the antenna scanning plane. Figure 3
shows a metallic mannequin with a gun used as a target for
our measurements. The gun is suspended by a fine thread that
does not affect the measurement.
The data are acquired in the frequency domain, and Fouriertransformed to obtain the time-domain data. We employed
an Agilent PNA E8364B to sweep frequency from 5.0 GHz
to 25.0 GHz with 2001 points. From these data points, we
extracted 350 points from 2.5 nsec to 6.0 nsec in the time
domain for signal processing. The central frequency of the
received signals is 13.4 GHz and its 10-dB bandwidth is
14.9 GHz. The transmitted power is 2.0 dBm. The distance
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Experimental setup with a mannequin and a weapon.
Fig. 4. Image generated using the diffraction stack migration method from
the measured data with a mannequin without a gun (calculation time: 483.85
s).

between the transmitting and receiving antennas is 5.0 cm,
giving d = 2.5 cm. The antennas scaned from locations at
1.0 cm intervals ranging from −37.0cm ≤ X ≤ 37.0cm and
−75.0cm ≤ Y ≤ 75.0cm. The total number of measuring
points is 75 × 151 = 11, 325.
Figures 4 and 5 show the images produced by the diffraction
stack migration and fast RPM methods for a mannequin
without a gun. These images display a human body, and we
see no anomaly that suggests the existence of a weapon. The
calculation times are 483.85 s and 2.81 s for the diffraction
stack migration and the fast RPM method on a computer with
Intel Corei7 processor with 8 GB memory. The fast RPM
method is 172.2 times faster than diffraction stack migration in
this case. Note that the abovementioned processing time does
not include time for scanning antennas. In general, it takes
longer to scan antennas, which should be properly addressed
to achieve real-time imaging.
Figures 6 and 7 show the images obtained with the diffraction stack migration and fast RPM methods for a mannequin
with a gun. In the both images we see an image of a gun at
approximately (−10.0cm, 30.0cm). The image generated by
the fast RPM method is more detailed than that generated by
the diffraction stack migration method. The calculation time
for the fast RPM method is again 170.0 times faster than for
the diffraction stack migration method.
The measurements have been conducted under the assumption that the target is standing still without moving. The images
generated by the imaging methods for a target in motion would
be blurred, which is an important future task.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this study, we investigated the weapon-detection capability of the conventional diffraction stack migration and the
fast RPM methods to compare them in terms of the image
quality and calculation speed. Measurements are conducted
using a UWB radar system with a mechanical scanner and a
metallic mannequin with and without a weapon. The imaging
capability of the fast RPM method is better at depicting the
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Fig. 5. Image generated using the fast RPM method from the measured data
with a mannequin without a gun (calculation time: 2.81 s).

detailed shape of a weapon than the diffraction stack migration
method. The signal processing speed of the fast RPM method
is 170 times greater than that for the diffraction stackmigration
method. These results indicate the fast RPM method is an
attractive candidate for a next-generation security system that
can detect weapons carried on a human body.
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Fig. 6. Image generated using the diffraction stack migration method from
the measured data with a mannequin with a gun (calculation time: 484.50
sec).
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Fig. 7. Image generated using the fast RPM method from the measured data
with a mannequin with a gun (calculation time: 2.85 s).
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